ing, and shedding hot teas;s, he swooned and fell to the ground. Seeing their
d and master falling down from his high throne, Visukra, Vishanga and Kutilaksha
ang to his side, sprinkled cool water on his face and fanned it to bring him around.
en he came to, Vishukra spoke to him thus "0 King, why dost thou lose courage
I lament like an ordinary man? Thou knowest that thy sons are now happy in
lava-heaven, having earned its enjoyment by the strength of their shoulders and
lying while fighting bravely. Is it not the coveted end of every brave? That is the
h every one of us must tread one day. Can death's veil be removed by
entations?"
Hearing this, Bhandasura set aside his gpef for his lost sons and rose up. With
9; wrath and cruelty flaming from his red eyes, he took out his dagger and turning
iund and round most dexterously vowed to cut the damsel to pieces before joining
relations and friends. So saying, he started to move to the battle-field; but his
Iher and commandant stopped him, saying: "Oh Lord! It is not at ail necessary
Ihee to go to kill a woman while we are here. We shall do that for thee. We can
ik the ocean dry and swallow the mountains in one gulp. What then is a woman
!S? We can turn the worlds topsy-turvy. Permit us now, and we shall do the
'dful immediately". Listening to their words full of pride and ahankara, Bhanda
j "Why so many of you against one woman? It is sufficient if Visukra alone goes.
can throw the VighnaYantra among the Shakti-armies and make the Shakti forces
milling to do^battle. That is as good as sure victory for us."
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Visukra vowed that he would lie unseen to the ranks of the Shakti armies and
alyse the Shakti hosts with indolence and sleepiness and unwillingness towards
rt. He immediately ascended his Maya Chariot and, becoming invisible, sped
ly in the direction of Lalita's war camp. No sooner had Visukra departed than
sun began to set again and Sandhya proceeded to Patala. The stars innumerable
ang into view in the firmament. The ensuing darkness was a good ally to Visukra
is deadly mission.
Arriving at Lalita's camp, he was surprised and disappointed at first seeing the
1 fence of flame surrounding it. However, he went around the fence keeping at a
^ectable distance from it and soon he espied the opening on the southern side.
he approached the gate with inteni to enter it he discovered that the opening
; well guarded by powerful Shaktis and twenty akshouhinis headed by Sthambini
1. Finding that entry was practically impossible, Visukra started preparing the
a-Vighna Yantra, remaining at a distance from the flaming fence. He inscribed
powerful Yantra on a slab of stone, put eight samhara sulas at its eight corners
invoked the devatas (1) Alasa (2) Krpana (3) Dina (4) Nidra (5) Tandra (6)
milika (7) Kliba and (8) Nirahangkara at the tips of the eight Tridents, pronounced
ropriate mantras and worshipped it with powerful incantations. He then sacrificed
s and goats as per the rules of the prescribed ritual. Then taking the mighty
tra in his hefty hands, he threw it with all his might; so that it flew over the
ling fence and fell into the midst of the Shakti armies. Immediately the Shakti
isels became tired and began to yawn, grumble and revolt with insubordination.
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